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There are  configurations for a  sub-array.  Consider the  transition matrix  with 
entries if the bottom two rows of a  sub-array could be in configuration  while the top two 
rows are in configuration  (i.e. the top row of configuration  is the bottom row of configuration , and 
no average of an element of the middle row and its neighbours is 1), and 0 otherwise.  The following 
Maple code computes it.  Configurations are encoded as 4-element lists, corresponding to base-3 digits, 
in the order 

.

Configs:=  [seq(convert(3^4+i,base,3)[1..4],i=0..3^4-1)]:
Compatible:= proc(i,j) 
 if not Configs[i][1..2]=Configs[j][3..4] then return 0 fi;
 if Configs[j][1]+Configs[i][1]+Configs[i][2]+Configs[i][3] <> 4 
and Configs[j][2]+Configs[i][1]+Configs[i][2]+Configs[i][4] <> 4
 then 1 else 0 
 fi
end proc:
T:= Matrix(81,81,Compatible):

Thus for   where  is a row vector with entries 1 for configurations where the 
average of no bottom row entry and its neighbours is 1, 0 otherwise, and  is a column vectors with 
entries 1 for configurations where the average of no top row entry and its neighbours is 1, 0 otherwise.  
The following Maple code produces these vectors.

u:= Vector[row](81, i -> `if`(Configs[i][3]+Configs[i][1]+Configs
[i][4]<>3 and Configs[i][4]+Configs[i][2]+Configs[i][3]<>3,1,0)):

v:= Vector[column](81, i -> `if`(Configs[i][1]+Configs[i][2]+
Configs[i][3]<>3 and Configs[i][1]+Configs[i][2]+Configs[i][4]
<>3,1,0)): 

To check, here are the first few entries of our sequence.
TV[0]:= v:
for n from 1 to 50 do TV[n]:= T . TV[n-1] od:
A:= [seq(u . TV[n],n=0..18)];

Note that  is not included here.  The verification of the empirical recurrence for , which 
involves , must be done separately.

n:= 'n':
empirical:= a(n) = 5*a(n-1) +8*a(n-2) -20*a(n-3) -23*a(n-4) -52*a
(n-5) +25*a(n-6) +254*a(n-7) +62*a(n-8) -134*a(n-9) -88*a(n-10) 
-360*a(n-11) +176*a(n-12) -168*a(n-13) +184*a(n-14):
eval(empirical, {a(n-14)=6, seq(a(n-i)=A[14-i],i=0..13)});
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Now here is the minimal polynomial  of , as computed by Maple.
P:= unapply(LinearAlgebra:-MinimalPolynomial(T, t), t);

degree(P(t));
65

This turns out to have degree , but with the  and  coefficients 0.   Thus we will have 

 where  is the coefficient of  in  That corresponds to a 

homogeneous linear recurrence of order , which would hold true for any  and , after a delay of .  
It seems that with our particular  and  we have a recurrence of order only , corresponding to a 
factor of .

Q:= unapply(add(coeff((lhs-rhs)(empirical),a(n-i))*t^(14-i),i=0.
.14),t);

The complementary factor   has degree , again with the lowest three coefficients .

R:= unapply(normal(P(t)/Q(t)),t);

degree(R(t));
51

Now we want to show that  for all .  This will certainly satisfy the 
recurrence
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where  are the coefficients of .  To show all  it suffices to show  

First we compute , then multiply it with the already-computed .
UT[0]:= u:
for n from 1 to 14 do UT[n]:= UT[n-1].T od:
w:= add(coeff(Q(t),t,j)*UT[j],j=0..degree(Q(t))):
seq(w . TV[n],n=0..50);

This completes the proof.


